The Blessing Quilt

Henderson Settlement has created the Covenant
Partnership program to promote on-going support and
development of committed relationships with churches,
organizations, individuals, and businesses.
Our ministry is greatly dependent upon continuous and
active engagement with our donors. The work we do
together requires the investment of both time and
financial resources.
We have introduced the Blessing Quilt as a method to
recognize churches, organizations, individuals, and
businesses that make an unrestricted financial
commitment to the Settlement in the amount of $2500 or
more per year for at least 3 year period. This level of
support signifies a deep commitment to the maintenance
and development of our ministry to the community we
serve.
This level of partnership in deserves a special recognition!
We hope that you will consider joining this unique group
of our Henderson Settlement Family.

The Blessing Quilt is a beautiful way to recognize those who
faithfully support us, but it also is a wonderful presence in our
Conference room. Our work team members and other visitors will
see this quilt each week, and it will become part of our Monday
night program (a good visual aid when we are talking about
supporting Henderson Settlement).

The Blessing Quilt, designed, made, and named by a
community person, Robbie Powers, hangs in our mission dorm
conference center. Each of our covenant partnership’s are
being given the opportunity of having a “quilt” square to hang
on the Blessing Quilt.
Quilt squares may be made by donor or provided by the
Settlement. They are 8 inch squares of cotton material
decorated to represent the Partner. You may want to put a
verse or a mission statement, also the name , city and state.
You may want to remain anonymous and that is fine too.
The squares are hung in such a way that they can be flipped
up to reveal a message or identification on the back.
Let us know if you would like us to assist you with your quilt
square.
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